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Housing proposal delayed
pending city investigation
By Paul Lehman
City Council's Committee ol (lousing
and Zoning has delayed further action
on the proposed housing code pending
more investigation and deliberation
Dr Thomas D Anderson, head of the
committee, said. We are trying to
find out more about it (the housing
code). We have not reached the point of
specific action."
He added that solutions are being
sought to several key issues and questions raised at the Oct 23 public
hearing
AT THAT meeting, landlords questioned the need for a housing code.

since the Wood County health depart
ment already has a code of housing
standards.
Proponents of the housing code point
out that although such a "code" might
exist, the board of health has no power
Others question the role of the health
department in judging housing conditions The presence of substandard
housing has been cited as evidence that
the health department is powerless
At last month's meeting Chris Wege.
junior (A&Si. described unsanitary
conditions at one of his previous residences
"The water was found to be 70 times
the legal limit for suitable drinking
water." he said "My only alternative

was to move out I fear for the people
there now."
THE ISSUE of financing the
administration of a housing rode also
creates opposition Under the proposed
plan, funds must be found to establish
and maintain a housing commission
(including at least one housing
inspector and staff).
If the citv absorbs the housing
agency, it could seek a new tax or levy
to cover costs or" charge a rental
license fee
Landlords express a concern that
under the license method, rising costs
would be relayed to the owners
Dr Anderson said the rights and

Pact talk date up in air

Tho, Kissinger to meet
Le Due Tho stopped off yesterday in
Peking en route to Paris where the
chief North Vietnamese peace negotiator will again hold secret talks with
Henry A Kissinger
The date for the secret session
remained up in the air because it was
not known how long Tho -.vill remain in
Peking Ke also is expected to stop in
Moscow.
The Chinese news agency. Ksinhua,
said Tho met with Premier Chou En-lai
but gave no hint of what they talked
about Tho is a member of North Vietnam's ruling Politburo
Radio Panoi. in an English-language
broadcast, noted Tho was en route to
Paris and demanded again that the
United States sign the draft of a peace
accord reached last month
"If the U.S. side continues to seek
ways to prolong the negotiations and
delay the signing of the agreement and
to carry on the war. the Vietnamese
people are determined to persist in and
step up the fight till genuine independence, freedom and peace are
achieved, the broadcast said
IN PARIS, Nguyen Thi Binh. head of
the Viet Cong peace negotiating team,
said she fears the forthcoming new
round of secret talks may lead to deadlock because President Nixon "does

not really want to end the war "
She told newsmen that the Nixon
administration is seeking major
changes in the draft peace agreement
"so as to leave us at the mercy of our
enemies "
She implied that Tho was prepared to
discuss minor points in the draft but
would reject any American attempt to
change the basic principles" of the
agreement
One of these principles, she said, was
the American decision not to challenge
the presence of the ■liberation forces"
at present in South Vietnam
"LIBERATION FORCES" is a Communist expression usually meant to include the 125.000-150,000 North Vietnamese troops in the South. Their
presence in South Vietnam is the main
reason for South Vietnam's objections
to the draft agreement.
Kissinger and Gen Alexander M
I'aig Jr., his assistant who has just
returned from South Vietnam, conferred with Nixon at Camp David Monday
Both still were in Washington
While U.S. officials in Saigon said
I'aig had narrowed differences
between the United States and South
Vietnam in talk, with President
Nguyen Van Thieu. Saigon still was

Enemy pushing
weapons south
SAIGON (AP) - Despite heightened
hopes of peace. North Vietnam still is
pushing fresh war materiel into the
South and the U.S. Command announced yesterday that American
planes kept up a heavy pounding of the
enemy's main supply routes
"There is no sign that the Communists are withdrawing troops from
South Vietnam prior to any possible
peace agreement." said a Saigon command spokesman
"On the contrary, they are sending in
fresh supplies which have enabled
them to step up artillery attacks
against our troops "
Monday, for the second day since
Oct. 22. when bombing was restricted
to below the 20th Parallel because of
peace talks. US warplanes mounted
more than 220 tactical strikes against
targets in North Vietnam, the U.S.
Command said.
The parallel is 75 miles south of
Panoi and about 240 miles north of the
demilitarized zone separating the Vietnams
Another 171 missions were flown by
Air Force. Navy and Marine fighterbombers Monday just south of the
demilitarized zone in Quang Tri
Province.
B52 Stratofortresses bombed enemy
supply caches and troop concentrations
in all four countries of Indochina.
The bombers struck deeper into
North Vietnam than at any time since
last April, attacking stockpiles 58
miles below the 20th Parallel.
The US Command announced about
30 B52s hammered the southern and
central regions of North Vietnam,
dropping up to 1.000 tons of bombs on
routes leading from the ports of Thanh
PoaVinh and Dong Hoi

There were similar B52 strikes in the
same region Sunday.
In a protest against what it called
savage U.S. air attacks," Hanoi's
Vietnam news agency claimed a
number of civilians were killed and
wounded and close to 100 homes
destroyed as a result of "carpet
bombing."

voicing demands for changes in the
draft of the peace accord
Ronald 1. Ziegler. White I'ouse
press secretary, said only lhat the
United States had asked North
Vietnam for another secret meeting
but refused to say whether it had been
arranged

protections outlined in the housing
proposal should apply to tenants and
landlords alike.
Under provisions of the code, the
landlord is required to meet certain
standards But the code does nothing to
protect landlords from needless or
flagrant destruction by the tenants
DR. ANDERSON admitted that the
legality of the proposed housing code
has yet to be proven.
"I talked with the city solicitor. We
decided that he would only look at the
ordinance presented before council."
he said
IV added that the housing code is not
designed to control rent rates, either.
"This ithe code) will not change rental costs In fact, it could raise some
lower rates to provide for new
improvements. Dr. Anderson said.
Although no more public hearings
are scheduled at this time, another one
could be arranged before the committee's final resolution is presented
before council.
"The proposed housing ordinance is
a well-conceived plan." said Dr.
Anderson "Whether or not it is the
best possible solution is another question "
I'e concluded that a decision by the
housing and zoning committee should
b? reached by the end of the year.

A Toledo victim it carried to a waiting evacuation vehicle
after fleeing her homo because of heavy flooding in northeast
Toledo. Excessive rains and gutty windt the latt two days
forced 500 persons in the Toledo area to evacuate.

GSS issues: stipends, minorities
By Katay Fraxe
News Editor
Increasing graduate student stipends
and assuring equal representation and
treatment of minority groups will be
the major goals of the Graduate
Student Senate I GSS) this year
GSS has already appointed committees to study the two issues The
committees will be expected to
thoroughly research each subject and
present their findings and recommendations to GSS.
Charles Kneupper. recently elected
GSS president, yesterday said efforts
to increase stipends may appear to
concern only graduate students, but in
reality affect the entire campus.
SINCE A large number of undergraduate courses are taught by
graduate students, he said it's
important for all students lhat the
University recruit qualified graduate
assistants
However, if stipends remain at their
present level, the University will be
able to recruit only third-rate
assistants, he said.
"Eventually, it's going to affect the
level of undergraduate education and
the level of the graduate student
body." Kneupper said
Kneupper. a doctoral candidate in
speech, said in the three years he has
been at this University, stipends for
assistants in his department have
remained the same.
Although he hasn't checked every

e'epartment employing graduate
students, he said he suspected the
same would hold true for many other
departments
HE SAID it would be reasonable to
assume that even if the stipends were
adequate at one time, the amount of
inflation experienced since the
stipends were established would make
them totally unsatisfactory now.
The second GSS committee is
studying procedures for selecting
graduate assistants and the duties
assigned to them.
"First, we want to find out if departments are discriminating against
women and members of other minority
groups in their recruitment
programs." Kneupper said.
The committee will also be investigating whether or not minority group
students are discriminated against
once they have received assistantships.
"We want to see if there's selective
discrimination." he said. "There are
rumors that in some departments male
assistants are allowed to do their own
research while female assistants are
only allowed to grade papers.
"I DON'T KNOW if the rumors are
true or not. but I want the committee
to do the research to find out."
GSS has also appointed a committee
to study graduate student representation on departmental
committees.
"Some departments do have good
graduate student representation,"

Kneupper said. "However, we want to
see what kinds of Issues these representatives are not permitted to vote
on."
He said GSS is not seeking to place
just its own members on these
committees. It is trying to increase
graduate student representation and
powers as a whole.
"We're interested in seeing that
graduates have maximum powers in
their departments," he said.
A lourth committee is studying the
required preliminary examinations for
doctoral candidates.
KNEUPPER personally views preliminary examinations as a medieval
holdover."
"A lot of people aren't sure whether
the examinations are necessary," he
said. "They wonder if they prove
anything at all.
"If a student makes all A'sandB'sin
his courses, you wonder if the faculty
are going to learn anything more about
him through the examinations ''
He said the committee could study
several alternatives, including a staggered examination schedule in which a
student takes one part of the examination as soon as he completes a
sequence of courses, then moves on to
the next sequence and its
corresponding test section.
After the four committee reports are
in, GSS will send any recommendations receiving its approval to
the appropriate University committees
and organizations, such as Faculty
Senate or the Graduate School.
ALTHOUGH he is generally satisfied
with graduate student representation
on University committees, he said
some groups, like Budget Council and
Faculty Senate warrant greater
graduate student participation.
"1 don't think graduate students are
ignored, but in many instances I think

Chariot Kneupper

graduate student priorities could be
placed higher, particularly when it
comes to stipends." Kneupper said.
He admitted that not all graduate
students are aware ol GSS and whal it
has to offer
"I think basically we have a good
group, but not all the departments
offering graduate studies are represented on GSS." he said.
"I don't know if it's the result of the
students' lack of interest or the departments' failure to inform their students
that GSS representatives are needed
HE SAID GSS will bo sending
information to all graduate students
concerning the group's activities.
GSS representatives are also
expected to inform graduate students
in their departments about GSS projects
All GSS meetings are open to any
graduate student, whether or not ho is
an elected representative.
The GSS office is in 461-63 Student
Services Bldg.

Revised tally shows
Spitler margin slim

Glittering
clusters

Frozen rain forms diamond-like patterns on a duitor of berries a* wtartor makes
Ml first rod appearance. If woe evident from ky, slippery sidewalks to cold
notes that tho mm have ch<»n#ed-ond wo'N bo reminded for quite awhile.

Wood County Prosecutor Daniel T.
Spitler won re-election last week by
only 33 votes, according to an unofficial
count released by Secretary of State
Ted Brown.
Early election night figures indicated Spitler was leading by 151 votes
17,221 to John Cheetwood's total of
17,020. Revised but unofficial results
now show Spitler with 17,121 and Cheetwood with 17,088.
THE CORRECTION is due in part to

a 108-vote error in re"por:ing figures by
telephone to the board of election last
Tuesday, said Jane Phillips, county
director of elections.
The 100-vote difference was from M
precinct in Perrysburg. while
remaining corrections came from
various other precincts, she said.
Spitler carried precinct 1C. the University vote, by 433 to Cheetwood's 352.
However. Cheetwood outpolled him
by 502 votes in Bowling Green alone,
receiving 3,984 votes to Spitler's 3,482.

»»te 2/TheiG News, Wednesday, Nevember 1J, 1972

residency
•■:

We are glad to see that someone It finally questioning the
legality of the out-of-state student residency requirements
John Pearl, senior (B.A.), has filed suit in Wood County Court
of Common Pleas, challenging some of the requirements
In Pearl's case, two parts of the requirements are at issue. One
is the statement that the student's family must be a legal
resident of Ohio with one member gainfully employed in a fulltime position.
The other states that a student who enters Ohio for enrollment
in an institution of higher learning is considered a non-resident
during the period of continuous enrollment.
Pearl left school for service in the army in 1969 and returned to
Bowling Green in 1971. so his enrollment at the University was
not continuous.
Also his wife, as opposed to a parent, is employed on a full-time
basis here.
We believe these requirements discriminate against out-ofstate students by making ridiculous demands.
The evidence in Pearl's case clearly demonstrates that he is a
resident of Ohio.
Although his is not the typical case, we hope that it starts the
ball rolling on modifying these residency requirements.

subsidize a dream
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By William F. Backley Jr.

Moderate Democrats are taking
satisfaction from the proposed
liquidation of Mrs. Jean Westwood,
whose four-year plan ended in
Democratic disaster.
Eight years ago the Republicans
went through the same kind of thing,
with regulars calling for the ouster of
Dean Hindi
who was closely
identified with candidate Barry
Goldwater and therefore with the great
Goldwater defeat
Mrs. Westwood says she intends to
stay on. that they will have to oust her
if they want to get rid of her, and that
probably they don't have the votes to
do it with.
DEAN HI It* II DID not fight
publicly but Goldwater loyalists were
certain they could hang on to him if
Barry Goldwater stood by He chose
not to. for complicated reasons
It isn't known whether George
McGovern will enter now into that
listless period characteristic of
defeated candidates.

HER DISMISSAL, after all. would be
nothing more than ritual execution,
another agricultural commissar sent
to Siberia, unrelated to the prospective
emancipation of the kulaks.
The only thing the Democratic party
could do to appease American anxiety
is to repudiate not Mrs. Westwood, nor

Leirers.
requirements benefit students

The recent Student Body
Organization referendum on the
language requirement, and editorial in
The BG News of Thursday, Nov. 9. call
for comment.
11 In regard to the referendum, let
! mi' point out that only some 1,000
. students voted on the issue.
Enrollment at Bowling Green is about

•
I
j
■

15,000 Forty-three percent or 1,15 of
an electorate does not constitute a
majority of anything, let alone a
mandate.
Nonetheless, the editorial advises
the College of Arts and Sciences "to
consider the significance of the results
of this referendum to try to implement
student input into revisions or

abolishment of the foreign language
requirement "
The "significance of the results of
this referendum" is ml for the reasons
given above
2) GRADUATION from a college or
university has often been termed a
stepping stone Economically this is

work together with president
It has been a week since President
• Richard Nixon reaped a landslide
I victory over George McGovern in the
race for the Presidency. Already I
, have heard and seen signs of
grievances and complaints over the reelection of the President not only
nationally, but also here on campus
One particular instance that comes
to mind is a sign that a student has
hanging on his door in one of the
dormitories that reads: "I hate Nixonhe never was my President."
Other comments include criticizing
the American people for being so
"stupid" in their Presidential choice
and speculations that the country is
quickly going to pieces now that Nixon
is still in the driver's seat.

THE CHANCES ARE that if
McGovern had been placed in the
"driver's seat" then the people that
have made such comments would be
overjoyed and probably would have
placed their confidence and trust in
McGovern to lead our great American
nation.
But now since their candidate did not
prevail, they shun the victor What
kind of Americans are we?
The great majority of American
voters have re-elected the President-they have shown faith that he will lead
us in the right direction Richard Nixon
IS the President of the United States.
He IS our leader

red cross thanks
I would like to take this opportunity
to say thank you to the students of
BG8U for their participation in the
blood drawings Nov. 1 and 2.1972.
i
',
'
;
I
.

Adlai Stevenson went into relative
hiding, issuing only one or two
belletristic missiles to his supporters.
Richard Nixon in 1960 became almost a
recluse for a period of months.
Hubert Humphrey went an entire
fortnight, or so the hyperbole goes,
without giving a speech. George
McGovern's behavior is not absolutely
predictable, and we cannot know
whether he will fight to retain Mrs.
Westwood, as the only living survivor
of the climacteric of last July in
Miami.
Those of us who are in no particular
hurry to see the Democratic party
repair itself should be prepared to take
in happy stride Mrs. Westwood's
victory, if in fact she prevails.

A special note of praise and thanks
goes to Miss Rosalind (Roily) Mack.
student coordinator for the drive, and
Miss Mary Lou Bennett, president of
Red Cross volunteers at BGSU
They, along with the many other
volunteers, made this drive one of the

most successful in the history of our
center.
«
It Is personally gratifying to see this
kind of spirit. The community can well
be proud of the example set by the BG
students-this is a beautiful example of
youth's concern for his fellow man.
Thank you for a job well done.
Louis F. Pisaneschi
administrative director
Northwest Ohio Regional
Red Cross Blood Center

If we believe in America, then let's
place our faith in the man that has been
elected, even if he wasn't our choice
He has made mistakes, as every
President has, but he has another
chance.
HE IS OUR President and so let s
support him. This is not to claim that
he is infallible and that we should
follow him in everything he
undertakes, but at least give an honest
appraisal of the situation and be sure to
understand the whys and the
wherefores of the President's
decisions
To make America great, we need the
support and united efforts of each and
every American. We can't afford to
turn away from our leaders simply
because we did not vote for them.
Perhaps we don't agree with their
past actions or decisions, but if we get
behind them, listen to their ideas,
express our feelings, and then work
with them, and not against them, we
can truly make America a strong and
united country- nut one divided by
political parties or personal
prejudices
Let's get behind the President and
work with him to promote peace, to
curb inflation and unemployment, and
to make America really great-it's not
a losing battle if we all work together.
Tim Polomsky
222 Anderson

often true. But as well as being a
stepping stone, it is also a sieve.
Those able and willing to complete
the curriculum graduate; the unable
and unwilling do not.
Graduation can thus he viewed as
proof that an individual can discipline
him- or herself-to complete tasks
whether pleasant or unpleasant, life
not being composed only of things we
are inclined to do.
31 Requirements play their part in
this filtering process, yet that is far
from being their only value. As human
beings we continue to be confronted
with situations in which we have no
expertise.
The best we can strive for is a basic
knowledge of a variety of areas, which
knowledge may help us understand
new issues when presented to us. and
the intellectual maturity to be able to
add to our knowledge when the need
arises. This is one of the reasons for
"group" requirements, which might be
better called breadth requirements.
41 ANOTHER reason for such
requirements is that people do not
know what it is they do not know.
Requirements expose students to areas
of knowledge and experience, the very
existence of which they may not even
suspect.
Besides developing marketable
skills, the student has the opportunity
and -I would add-the obligation to
learn that the world was not created in
a day; that there is no need to re-invent
the wheel; that our present society is
not uniquely evil or uniquely blessed;
that individuals, peoples, and cultures
in the past have sought answers to
many of the same problems to which
we currently seek answers.
' 5) The ignorant are born sheep,
easily manipulated and led to slaughter
by clever goats. The sheep's survival
depends on his superior knowledge and
mental agility.
Boris Lee Matthews, chairman
department of German and Russian

even George McGovern. but
McGovemism.
It is not at all clear that the party
will do this, however. Although the
kindergarten forms of socialism were
mostly repudiated by the social
democratic parties of Western Europe
after their post-war binges with
nationalization, on the whole, and
notwithstanding the formal rejection
of Karl Marx in the late fifties by West
German socialists, they have
continued on their way towards state
socialism.
The Democratic party has strategic
difficulties which are largely the
making of the Republican party. It has.
really, no other vision than the
socialist's vision.
The Republican party, particularly
under Richard Nixon, has accepted the
notion of federal responsibility for
human welfare.
IT HAS DONE so fitfully, in the
American way: preferring the
empirical to the abstract approach, as
exemplified by the difference between.
say, Elliot Richardson's various public
health proposals, and Edward
Kennedy's.
But you name it. the Republican
party is pretty much there: charging
government with looking after health,
education, old age. child care,
recreation.
In foreign policy there is no direct
ideological line that issues out of
existing public differences between
Republicans and Democrats.
The Come Pome America theme of

George McGovern got pretty well lost
during the campaign, after candidate
McGovern was done paying his
obeisance to Israel, and to aerospace
employees in Texas and California.
What the Democratic party needs at
the moment, if it is to provide sassy
opposition for the Republicans, is not
less McGovemism. but a great deal
more of it.
MORE PRECISELY put. it needs
McGovemism without McGovern.
Drastic redistribution schemes
without silly arithmetic. Anti-business
legislation without opportunistic
petulance. In short, a sharp turn
towards orthodox, or neo-orthodox.
socialism. The alternative is too
dizzying to contemplate It would
involve a genuine rediscovery of the
ideal of the community, of the primacy
of the individual, of the spontaneity of
the private sector.
A genuine revulsion against overweaning government. For a
government stalled by the Republican
cooption of New Deal gradualism, and
public hostility towards socialism, one
might hope that a new Democratic
radical would emerge calling
attention to something much more
exciting than the replacement of Mrs.
Westwood.
Perhaps someone will move that
Vivien Kellems replace her'' A dream,
no doubt But the Democratic party
has just finished proving that it has no
objections to subsidizing dreams in
national campaigns.
iPiii.inliiislmi
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tribute paid to 'king'
By Kim Schlaefer
GaestColamalst
The populace paid overwhelming
tribute to King Richard the Two-Faced
this past election.
This tribute was particularly
overwhelming to those who morally
could not render a vote of confidence to
a man who has betrayed his trust by
propogating and escalating an immoral
war.
The crass landslide of Nov. 7 is
exceedingly ironic in that the man who
has contributed most flagrantly to the
stepping-up of war's mortal
destruction will be heralded by
historians as the man who brought
peace to Indochina during his
administration.
BUT THE SADDEST part of all is
the fact that his past actions have been
blessed by the majority of American
voters.
Perhaps the memories of those who
granted him sanction are highly
selective. They remember his highsounding lip-service about American
honor abroad, but forget the mining of
the harbors, the bombing escalation
and the climbing casualty figures.
Then, conveniently before his bid for
re-election, he waves the promise of
peace before the eyes of American
voters-and they bite, just like the
hungry mouse seduced by the aroma of
the cheese in the trap. Nixon 1. people
0.
The war isn't the only issue
bastardized by. the now-famous Nixon
methodology. Ke has fulfilled the bulk

of his campaign promises in a similar
manner. His record is consistent diametrically opposed in practice with
his perfectly clear goals.
THE RAVAGES of inflation rage on
despite his inscrutable economic policy
and promises of better times ahead.
Nixon's dollar is no more valuable than
LBJ's was.
He set as a transcendant goal the
reduction of crime in the cities. Due to
his herculean efforts, the crime rate is
soaring and people bolt the doors when
the sun goes down.
His attempts to control the*economic
and political power of big business has.
in reality, been nothing less than
fostering the growth in practice of
what he condemns with fervor by
political verbiage.
All the while the veil of secrecy so
fastidiously drawn over governmental
affairs remains impenetrable. The
euphemism employed is national
security.
OCCASIONALLY AN executive
order contains the decrees of our
unenlighened despot, and the
revelation is generally awe-inspiring.
King Richard's rule, conducted amid
the lavish surroundings of his various
palaces across the nation, could be
termed the ultimate tragedy of errors
in American democracy. And our ruler
is probably the most definitive mistake
of all.
So let us bow our beads and pray for
deliverance. Because if time is
relative, it's going to be a long fouryear reign.

W«*>~4*y. NwtfthM 15,1 *Tl. «H M Nm/hn 9

Vietnam veterans' goal:
liven peace movement
By Cart Haiku
Increased
campus
activity, better publicity,
and a drive to show the
campus that the peace
movement is not dead are
some of this year's goals for
the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War < VVAW I.
At an organizational
meeting Monday night. 12
members of the group
talked informally of what
they plan to do to fight the
immoral war in Vietnam

THEY AGREED that one
of the most important tasks
will be establishing a
counter-information campaign against the military
recruiters who frequently
disperse information in
University Hall
The immediate purpose of
such a plan would be to disperse antiwar literature and
Tap with the people,'
members said
"The students who have
never been in the service
have a right to know what

Fraternity begins
holiday food drive

the recruiters aren't telling
them." one member said
"We ought to be ashamed
of ourselves for not being
around when the Navy and
the Marines were here."
said another.
Members hope the
counter-information program can be in operation
whenever a military recruiter is on campus.
The group also discussed a
proposal that members
attempt to enroll in some of
the Army and Air Force
ROTC courses offered on
campus in hopes that "some
dialogue with the ROTC
people can be established ''

Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity is sponsoring a food drive
to help provide Wood County families with food
The theme of the drive is "Put the Giving Back into
Thanksgiving." student organizers said
All food collected will be given to needy families chosen
through the Wood County Welfare Department

ONE MEMBER SAID
students could take the
courses without being
enrolled in the ROTC program, thus elimating the
need for drilling and uniforms.
Publicity was another concern at the meeting

PERSONS wishing to donate food may place it in containers located in front of the A4P store. Centre Market.
Koodtown and Kroger, at the corner of Main and Wooster
streets and in University residence halls
Food placed in the containers should be non-perishable,
organizers said
Persons may arrange to have donations picked up by
calling the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house at 372-2899
The drive began yesterday and will end a few days after
Thanksgiving

We're going to have to
start getting some publicity
for the VVAW." said one
member
"That includes
canvassing
dormitories,
getting more write-ups in
local newspapers, and
speaking in classes
"We should start telling
some of the horror stories

about the war that we've
seen "
One suggestion was to
publish a newssheet to provide information for both
the campus in general and
the members themselves.
OTHER SUGGESTIONS
for group activities were to
establish a food drive for
needy people during
Christmas, and ts open
more channels of communication with the local
Veterans of Foreign Wars
IVFW1
One member said the purpose of VVAVt's increased
activity is to combat a
rumor that the organization
has run out of steam
"We have to show the
campus that the peace
movemml is not on its
knees, despite Nixon's reelection We're not dead."

NORFOLK, Va lAP) - The
Atlantic Fleet is preparing for
Operation Egress Recap, the Defense
Department plan for bringing
American prisoners of war home
from North Vietnam.
A fleet-level meeting believed to be
the most extensive so far is scheduled
here next Monday to go over the
plans, a Navy spokesman said
Monday
Egress Recap is designed to go into
effect as soon as word comes on
where a prisoner exchange will take
place. The exchange is expected to be
completed within 60 days from the
signing of a peace agreement

Calabrese wins
COLUMBUS iAPi
The newlyelected Senate Democratic caucus
re-elected Minority Leader Anthony
0 Calabrese of Cleveland yesterday
The vote came at a surprise caucus
at noon following reports that
Calabrese would be challenged by
Sen
Parry Meshel. D-33
Youngstown

I'owever. senators said after the
closed meeting that Meshel was not
nominated and that the election of
Calabrese was by acclaimation
Calabrese is the senior Democrat
in the Senate, and thus gets to set the
time of caucus

AWOL seamen
SAN DIEGO. Calif. IAPI -Charges
against a few of the 123 seamen who
refused to return to the carrier Constellation after being put ashore have
been dismissed, the Navy says
"There have been a few." a spokesman said, but he declined to say how
many men were cleared of charges
that they were absent without
authorization
The decision, he said, was a combination of things and left up to the
commanding officer who reviewed
each man's records and made up his
own mind about him."

Canada politics
TORONTO I API - The New
Democratic Party says it will supply
the votes Prime Minister Pierre
Elliott Trudeau needs to continue in

By The Associated Press
Shifting winds and a
steady rain turning slowly
into snow threatened newdangers to the storm-bat-

power provided he meets certain
"objectives."
"Our approach is to make Parliament work." said party leader David
Lewis after the 31 members of the
party in the new Mouse of Commons
caucused Monday
They hold the balance of power in
Commons because results of the Oct
30 election left Trudeau's Liberal
party tied with the Conservatives at
108 seats each.

Mayors barred
WASHINGTON lAP) - The
Supreme Court yesterday barred
small-town mayors from sitting as
judges when the fines collected upon
conviction are a major source of
village revenues
The 7 to 2 decision in a traffic case
from Monroeville, Ohio, will have an
impact in 17 states with laws
authorizing such dual roles.
Justice William J. Brennan Jr.
delivered the majority opinion, which
drew dissenting votes from Justices
Byron R White and William I!
Rehnquist

tered shoreline uf Lake Krie
last night after ;i day ol
flooding and evacuations
Gov. John J Gitllgan
earlier ordered out National
Guard units to help rescue
operations in Ottawa
County's I'jrl Clinton area,
hardest hit of the coatl com
munities
Officials in Krie County
reported flood waters begin
ning to recede along that
part ol (be shoreline as
winds on the lake began
shifting from northwesterly
to northeasterly
BUT THE blowing rain
that fell on the area since
Monday afternoon was
turning to snow in northern
Ohio last night, and official!
said freezing of the Hood
waters might Complicate the
{Situation.
The brunt of the storm
' was expected to shift toward
the east as the winds
changed, but no new
emergency situations were
reported immediately
Although hundreds of
people were reportedly
evacuated in counties to ihe
west of Cleveland, the Coast
Guard station in Cuyahoga
County said it had not
received any reports of
deaths M injuries in the
storm
GILLIGAN ordered about
300 to 350 National Guardsmen from the Ohio National
Guard's 612th Engineer
Battalion to assist in the

Lottery heads lawmakers' list
COLUMBUS (API - A
state lottery will be among
items to be considered by
Ohio's lame duck legislature
when it returns for windup
sessions the last of
November
It was among matters
agreed to yesterday as the
House and Senate met to discuss final 1972 business
They then recessed until
after Thanksgiving.
The lawmakers return for
full sessions Nov 28 with
early to mid-December seen
as the target for final adjournment
The legislature passed a
constitutional amendment
allowing a state lottery last
spring, but it was ruled off
the May primary ballot on a
legal technicality Leaders
said plans call for putting it
on the ballot again next
May

u

A

Sen Ronald Mottl. D-24
Parma, reintroduced his
proposal last summer after
the Ohio Supreme Court
ruled his original amendment off the ballot along
with a package of others the
legislature had submitted
too late to meet referendum
requirements.
MOTTL'S second proposal
passed the Senate July 6 by a
vote of 20 to 12 but was left
in limbo when the legislature recessed for the summer a few hours later.
He said yesterday his pro-
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posal is the same one he
offered initially "except we
tightened up the language a
little " Details of the lottery
would be left up to the legislature except that revenues
derived from it would be
earmarked for the state's
general revenue fund Mottl
said "1 think it's going to go
this time."
Rep Robert A. Manning.
R-94 Akron, received the
proposal Tuesday from the
House Reference Com-

mittee and scheduled a
hearing on it for Nov. 28 at 8
p.m in his House State
Government Committee
Manning will hear at the
same time the package of
amendments that failed to
make the May ballot at the
same time as the lottery
proposal. They deal
generally with constitutional
restrictions on House and
Senate rules but also would
permit the election of the
governor and lieutenant

Alpha Phis, Are You
Ready To Flame?

si j itumi

1 DAY

Kolhy Siegerworth, junior (Ed.), and member of Omega Phi Alpha service
sorority, sells a ttuHed animal to Sharon HoM, center, sophomore (Ed.), and
Amy Kraut*, right, freshmon (Ed.) during the •orority't flea market in the
Student Services Bldg. Proceeds will help support an orphan in Ethiopia.

Storm batters Erie shoreline

newsnoTes
POWs fleet

Flea
market

governor on the same ticket
and allow the payment of
"reasonable" expenses of
legislators in the performance of their duties

rescue operations in Ottawa
County
Local officials asked tof
assistant i aftet high water
made net essarj evacuation
of numerous families in ihe
Port Clinton area
In
addition to the troops lour
National Guard helicopters
were dispatched to the area
Trucks carrying 3 'i'"1

sandbags were sent to Port
Clinton along with other
equipment
A portable Held hospital
Situated in Ottawa County
was activated to permit the
distribution of blankets and

cots lor evacuees
THUS FAR hundreds of
persons already have been

evacuateil Irom storm
areas
There have been no
reports ol injuries or
fatalities There was no immediate estimate ol the
storm's damage Some of it
was caused to basements of
houses near the lake, to
lawns, lake marinas, docks
and roads.

U.S. attempts to break
peace talks stalemate
SAIGON lAPl
The
United Stales is trying 10
break a stalemate "ii the

Indochina peace agreement
by convincing President
Nguyen Van Thicu thai he
has nothing to fear from
Coiiliuiinisl Forces in South
Vietnam aftet a cease lire
It was on the strength ol
this belief, informed
political sources here SB)
that U s negotiators con
ceded to Hanoi ihepoinl that
Its troops COUld lie withdrawn undei a pi ivate, un
written understanding
Hut Thieu is balking at an)
arrangement lli.it would
leave the status of North
Vietnamese (ones in the
South unclear He demands
that a provision foi a total
enemy troop pulloiit be
written into any final
accord
From conversations with
Western and South Vietnamese senior officials and
political informants, plus
other indicators, it is
evident that this is the
central issue facing the U.S.
and North Vietnamese
negotiators when they
return to Paris for another
round of private talks

some of these sources say.
no other obstacle of equal
importance stands in the
way ol a peace agreement.
The issue's significance
for Saigon is underscored by
recent official attacks on
President Nixon and his
chief negotiator. Henry A.
Kissinger, for going over
Saigon's head to forge a deal
with Hanoi that includes no
written provision for a Communist pullout
Foreign Minister Tran
Van lam said that the
ii.ii cowing of differences

achieved in the most recent
meetings here with
Kissinger's deputy. Gen
Alexander M l.'aig Jr., concerned a clearer U.S. understanding of Saigon's objections rather than an
agreement between the
allies on withdrawal itself.
Lam said that while the
Americans argue that North
Vietnamese troops remaining in the South after a
cease-fire would pose no
security threat. Saigon
believes they would.

NOW
HIRING!
THE NEW

FRISCH'S BIG BOY
HOLIDAY LANE
Perrysburg. Ohio

IF THE QUESTION of
withdrawal can be resolved,

(across Irom Holiday Inn)

HOLIDAY SEASON

We Need:

GUITAR BONANZA!

Waitresses

Grill men

Hostesses

Fry cooks

Salad girls

Bus boys

Discounts on Acoustics,
Classics, 12-Strings,
Electrics and Electric Basses

One Week Only! Dec. 4-11
Buy Your Christmas Gift Now
and Save!

Bkjelow Music Shoppe
1J6E Woo«t«r— 353-7303

;

Benefits Include:
• Vacations

• Meals

• Uniforms

• Hospitalization plan

— Must Be 18 Or Over
— No Experience Needed
— Full Pay While Training

UNTIL

YES

Thursday, Nov. 16
9:00 P.M.
Memorial Hall
Tickets on sale at Union
Ticket Office & Chess King Stores
•4.00 & '4.50

APPLY IN PERSON
9 A.M. to 7 P.M.
FRISCH'S BIG BOY

Poge 4/The BO N«w«, Wednetdoy. November 15, 1872

VISTA-fllling others' needs
By Jim Was jrrm»n
Stall Reporter

Hmm$km by ****** w. Ovwd

VISTA

Joe Wilion. right, VISTA and Peace* Cotpt rep* etentative tor
Ohio and Michigan, tpeioki wilh volunttwrt manning the
VISTA table in Onivertily Hall ye.te.duy

The real object of VISTA
is to create a lack of the
need for VISTA, said a former volunteer turned
recruiter yesterday at the
information table in University l.'all.
John Chapman, along with
other VISTA and Peace
Corps representatives from
the Toledo office, will be
MI,mimic
the table until
Thursday lo inform and interest people concerning the
two programs.
Chapman, a native of
Detroit, spent a I it tic more
than a year in Lame Deer.
Montana, with the Northern
Cheyenne Indians helping
them In start and sell a community newspaper
"THE INDIANS felt
neglected by the while press

'Students don't know us'
arbitration board says
gators on the arbitration
board s,i\ n only low eases
have come up before s.\li
this quai lei . ompared lo
ih-MII 35 cases pel quartet

student Arbitration Board
[6ABl
is a
st ml rii i
organization
to help
individuals with then pro
bli-nis- but so far haven'l
h.id much chance lo do then

1.1st VI'.II

job

We definite!) ran help
,il must
.in \ IHMI \
hiii
.Indents Just dun t know
us." he said

Kick S. hull/
junior
(B.A i. justice lor student
court and one of live investi

S( IH'I.TZ SAIII SMI is
more or less u problem
solving agent
and acts
basically tn cut the red lape
,i studenl ha lo go through
in gel things straightened
mil

Scluili/ said there arc no
typical" problems that
s\H hurdles tint inn HI

THANKSGIVING SALE
25% off everything
The Working Handcraft Center
515 Conneaut

FREE PARKING

SnOGHETTI
TONITE
•

5-9p.m.atPAGLIArS

•

•

■
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CHAPMAN III s( Kllllli
his leaving the reservation
as "really one of the saddest
momentsol my life." but he
still goes back to the reset
vatmn about every six
months to visit
Another recruiter
Joe
W llson, worked hi the Peace
Corps for three years with
farmers in West Africa
"WHEN I GOT there, they
were using only hand tools
ami farming only to have
food Im then families," he
said
I introduced fertilizer,
insecticides and OX farming
lo three farmers the hrst
yeai and by the third year
about M farmers were (ami
liar
with
the
ne w
techniques
He said the people were
very Inendly and very
receptive to the new

WILSON
SAID
he
received a letter from one of

the
illiterate
farmers
recently.
"Someone
else
had
written it for him and he
said he is going to buy a
plane ticket and come and
visit me
"Something
like that
makes vou know vou ve been

appreciated." he added
He said more information
is available at their table or
by contacting the campus
representative.
GaryMeyers, at 352-0968
"It's a tremendous way to
spend two years of your
life." he said.

Author cites self-images

Your car reflects you'
By Eve Sharbstl
AP Newsfealuret Writer
NEW YORK (APi Who
drives
a chrome-heavy,
bright red convertible''
An insecure, aggressive or
defensive person is behind
the wheel, according to Or
Jean Hosenbaum author of
is Your Volkswagen A Sex
Symbol"" The
Hug
driver, on the other hand, is
concerned abotll eionnmics
ecology and creativity
Dr Hosenbaum suggests
that the automobile a person
drives is a very real mdi
catorol Ins sell ttnage
'Ol course, one item
.done doesn't tell much
about an individual." he said
in an interview here Hut in
combination with other
things his home habits, ap
pearance and his pets-it tips
oil the secret lile and sell
image of every person "
THE COLORADO pq
clnatrist. who received
degrees limn Wayne State
University and was resident
psychiatrist at Detroit lie
iiiving
Hospital,
approaches this glimpse of
personal psychology with
humor but feels it is a
serious problem
"What a person is saying
with Ins manners anil pus
sessions is I am my house,
my clothes, my car and impels Don't look at me. I
don't mean anything I have
no problems'." Hosenbaum
explained "The humorous
look at these symptom
seems to unthreaten people
who read the book
They can be curious On
television and radio talk
shows. I'm often asketl tn

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

draw
habilgrams
ol
individuals People sit up
and pay attention for it explains problems they have
with sex, personalities and
personal lives." he said
THE PSYCHOANALYST
says he is happy his book has
been so successful
With his wife. Veryl. also
a psychoanalyst. Rosen
baum has written another
quite different book. The
Psychiatrist's Cook Book
It features specialities such

Rosenbaum said he is now
beginning to treat older
as Mother's Milk Soup, Senuous Shrimp and Sex Sauce
people for the first time
"Psychiatry used to write
them off because they were
old." he said "Now. we
treat them because we feel
everyone should make the
best of h is or her I if e
The sucess of his
humorous look at habits,
now in its fifth priming and
a book club selection, is
gratifying to Rosenbaum

Fund-raising drive
set for swim pool
The Howling Green Hoard
of Kducation Monday gave
the city's Exchange club
permission to conduct .1 lund
raising drive to construct a
new school swimming pool
The Exchange Club hopein i.use $250,000 tn donations
from residents and organ!
Ait inns lor the pool, which
would be built as an addition
to the Howling Green I'tgh
School on West PoeRoad
CHARLES L. Codding
chairman ol the Exchange
club swimming pool com
nnitee. said the organization
would concern itselt with the
lund drive and selection ol
.in architectural firm for the
pool
The board approved his
recommendation to grant
the architectural contract tn
Hueliel It Stoilgll Uchltocts
ot Toledo
Codding s.nd lie was
impressed with the firm's
work on the pools .it

Napoleon and Port Clinton
high schools
The original plans lor the
high school built 10 years
ago
provided lor the
eventual addition ol a
swimming pool so extra
costs tor plumbing and other
pool facilities will he
minimal. Codding said
"THE POOL will be open
to the community even
though it would be the
property ol the school
district." Codding said
If the fund drive is unsuc
cessliil and sufficient tunds
are not received lo finance
construction. iiinne\ will be
relunded to the original
donors, he said

Crisis Phone
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CHAPMAN SAID VISTA
listens to what the people
want instead of telling them
what they need
"When you hear the same
complaints from people for
a long time, you soon figure
out what the real needs
are." he said
The VISTA training pro
gram lasts from two to six
weeks
During his training period
Chapman said he lived with
a Sioux family in South
Dakota for a week to ease
the adjustment to working
wtlh the Chevennes
Be said there w,is i l.m
giiago problem at first but
soon you pick up the Ian
guage and little things like
smiles and sign language
help a lot "

farming methods
By the end of his threeyear stay, he said he had
worked himself out of a job
"It was a very sad morning
when I left those people'

Donald D. Simmons

,»
..

with some authority" on
almost anything except
academic problems
Hut he did say individual
cases
Involving
parking
tickets, student teachers nut
being abb' to teach where
they Want 10, anil student
problems with department
chairman have come up
before the board tins year
III SAID the board can
also In' helpful mi problems
students have with the
registrai s office, the
bursar's office and other administrative olficcs
tllhei investigators are
I'ank
Diinmck.
senior
lit A i. Jim Monlgomei \
Junior i II A I, and John
Lower, senior i II A i
The other investigative
position is presently unoccupied, hut will be tilled
today, SchulU said
Student Arbitration Hoard
is in 400 Studenl Services
Building Office hours arc
from noon tn 4 p in Monday
through Thursday, and I :<
P m Friday
The phone numbers ate
372-2889 and 372-2331

so they started one of their
own and soon we were even
printing Christmas cards
which the people had designed." he said
Chapman said the best day
of his work was the day the
printing press arrived The
Indians had bought one of
their own
He said serving in Montana was like stepping into a
different culture
"You meet people as a
person and not as a professional, because you live with
the people, not apart from
them '
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Lab band jazzes it up
By Patty Bailey
Eatertalameat Editor
There's a select group of
music fans on campus
taking advantage of an
opportunity a lot of people
aren't even aware of.
The group is sort of an
unstructured fan club for the
BCSU Jazz Lab Band Its
members attend rehearsals
just to hear the band and
enjoy the music
The number varies from
time to time, bul (he interest, the absorbed expressions and the fool-tapping
remain the same.
THE OPPORTUNITY to
hear the BUSU Jazz Lab
Band isn't limited to these
chosen few
Rather than trying lo
crowd the BGSU populace
Into a band rehearsal room
to listen to a practice session, the group is presenting
a free public concert tomorrow night at 8 in the (I rand
Ballroom. Union.
Dave Melle, assistant professor of performance
studies and director of the
group, said there haven't
been as many students
attending jazz concerts in
the past as the group would
like He thinks part of the
reason is students don't
realize the groups exists
"We like to think that
we're unique in that our
music has a little more
popular appeal We do i
mixture of jazz and rock."
he said.
I'owever. tomorrow's concert seems to be centering
more on jazz than on rock,
he added.
IT SEEMS incongruous to
tee someone conducting an
obviously "rock'' piece of
music. But Sunday altcrnoon
in the jazz band rehearsal
Melle did just that
Before
the rehearsal
sla/ted it was apparent the
grttop enjoys what it does
and was eager to begin
While devouring lunch
Irani a hamburger carry-out
ibe saxophone players began
rnjearsing bits and pieces ol
mjjsic on their own They
wire soon joined by part of
to* trumpet section and percjjeion
Members of the band
nude stacks of chairs to suit
thtlr own particular needs
flphe trumpet players
stacked three chairs up.
(Ben perched on the top one
iri order to sit down during
the rehearsal and still be
ab(e to see over the trom-

bone players to where Melle
was conducting
A saxophone player
stacked some chairs to
make a table at a convenient
height for resting his coke.
and a student who was
recording the practice session on tape stacked two
chairs together to form a
stool from which he could
operate a tape recorder.
THE RECORDER was
being used to make an audition tape for competition in
the College Jazz Festival.
Melle said in 1970 the
BGSU Jazz Lab Band won
first place in the Mid-West
College Jazz Festival and
the group would like to do it
again this year.
The noise level during the
warm-up session was
incredible It seemed as if
every instrument were
hitting a different, high
pitched note very loudly
But when Melle began the
rehearsal in earnest, the
clashing blended together
into a harmonious, well-executed sound
Although the level of
sound was a bit much for the
small rehearsal space, it
should be excellent in a
larger area
One advantage of the high
volume level was to draw
even more spectators from
the hallway of the music
building into the rehearsal
room to join the "fan club "
After allowing the group a
rest-" all right, take a one
minute break "-Melle announced the order of music
for the concert tomorrow
night
"I THINK this is probably
the best group we've had so
far. and the band's been
going for 12 years," Melle
said
"The arrangements we're
playing this year are more
difficult." he added
Students in the BGSU Jazz
Lab Band get one hour
credit, but they rehearse at
least four hours a week
throughout the quarter.
There are two groups in the
program, but only the first
group will be performing
tomorrow night
The second band is more
or less a training group.
Melle said
"We're getting them used
to playing this kind of
music." he said
This is the first year the
jazz band has had a "second
string."
"We had so many kids who
were interested in the group

we had to form another
band." Melle said
Any
student is free to sign up for
the course, listed as "Jazz
Workshop," but admission
depends on an audition.
The second jazz group
may be featured in the
band's spring concert. Melle
said
HE IS hoping for a large
turnout at tomorrow's
concert, despite the "Yes"
concert
which
will
undoubtedly pull some people away.
"If more students could
hear the band they would get
turned on to it," he said.
"The (jazz) concert was
scheduled last May and
there was just nowhere we
could move it to avoid the
conflict," he explained
In case someone does miss
tomorrow's show, the group
has an album out entitled.
"BGSU Jazz Lab Band '72 "
It sells for $5 and is avail-

able in 413 Johnston Call or
Irom any member ol the
band.
Money for the record is
used for musical arrangements, equipment and travel
expenses for the group.
Part of the travel
expenses are the result of
the group's schedule of high
school concerts and workshops
"We do a lot of high school
clinics as part of assemblies," Melle said.
The group averaged 18
concerts last year.
FOLLOWING last Sunday's rehearsal, part of the
audition tape was played
back so the members could
hear themselves.
"What a sound'" an obviously prejudiced trumpet
player exaclaimed
The same sound can be
heard tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom, Union.

Jazz
band

M.w.ph.1. by Oan* J. Puiko.
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Features multi-media experience

'Conquest of My Brother' opens
By Patty Bailey
Entertainment Editor
"Conquest of My Brother"
is
a
multi-media
presentation but don't expect a razzle-dazzle production and quadrasonic
sound.
"Although literally it is
multi-media. 1 don't like to
call it that because it's not
what I think of when I think
of multi-media productions," said Dr. Roger
Gross, associate professor
of speech and director of the
show.
The play brings to the
stage in music, songs, slides
and action a chronicle of the
American Indian's struggle
to maintain his territory and
dignity
Dr. Gross said the play
covers a wide time span,
from 1755 through the end of
the 19th century.
The show is like a stage
version of "Bury My Heart
At Wounded Knee.''
although it's not an
adaptation of that book. Dr.
Gross said.

"It covers the same time

period, and the same
incidents, but is done in
theatrical terms, which I
take to be more powerful
than book form.
"It all hits you in one and
a half hours." he added
THE PLAY was written
by Edward F F.manuKI. a
teacher at Fresno State
College and a friend of Dr.
Gross
•
Dr. Gross said he first
became familiar with the
show when he saw a production
directed by
EmanuEl. The work is not
published, but has been
performed at six or seven
universities.
"Conquest of My Brother"
was chosen because of its
powerful emotional impact
and the social issues with
which it deals. Dr. Gross
said
It concerns a
"great
scandal in American history
and we've refused to face up
toil
"People refuse to notice
that it has happened, they
want to believe they live in a
country that is absolutely
honorable
"We're trying to bring
back to mind what
happened." he said.
THE PLAY does not
attempt to be realistic, but
uses the theater in a very
theatrical way. the director
said
Eight actors play all of the
roles in the show.
An interesting problem
results from this, he said

The actors, playing an
average of 20 characters
each, must make instant
changes from one role to
another, with no chance to
take much time for the
transformation.
"We sort of ignored sex
The person speaking the
lines may be either male or
female It doesn't matter
what the character is," Dr.
Gross said
The actors are dressed
like Indians because the play
tells the story from the
Indian point of view.
"When they play a white
person, they just ignore the
costume because it is an
Indian telling about what
happened." Dr Gross said
"It's a very difficult show
physically The actors have
to do things most white
Americans don't have to
do."
One of the more difficult
requirements of the show is
that actors be able to sink
very smoothly into a crosslegged sitting position and.
even more difficult, rise
from it
Another difficulty is most
of the singing is a cappella.
with no tuning fork for pitch
"Fortunately, we have
some good musical people in
the show." Dr. Gross said.
When he was casting the
production Dr, Gross said he
was looking primarily for
people who really cared
about the Indian problem
"I'm doing it to communicate something, not to
show theatrical skills Those
are just a means to an end."
he said.

"I wanted people who
could communicate, and I
wanted as many minority
people as I could get."
Although only two of the
eight actors are from
minority groups. Dr. Gross
said he is pleased with the
cast.

sities participating in the
festival and. if chosen as one
of the best in the area, will
go to regional competition in
Indiana in January
The best plays from the
region will be presented in
Washington. D.C. during
April

"They've become a good
tribe "

THE PRODUCTION utilizes a "shale hill" designed
by Brian! Hamor Lee.
assistant
professor
in
speech
"Essentially, it's a show
without scenery There is a
stage but no set," Dr. Gross
said

THE PLAY is the University's official entry in this
year's national American
College Theatre Festival.
It will be judged by representatives of local univer-

He explained that rough
cut hardwood planks, two
and one-half inches thick,
were used lo construct five
very sharply raked i slantedi
cantilevered
platforms,
stacked in a rising curve at
crazy angles and extending
into the audience
it doesn't look like
scenery in the usual sense at
all." he said
"Conquest
of
My
Brother." will be presented
in the Main Auditorium.
University
Call tonight
through Saturday Curtain is
8 p.m.

Music school concerts
The School of Music will
present four major musical
events this week.
Tonight the University
Chamber Orchestra will present its first concert of the
fall season at 8:15 in the
Recital Hall. School of
Music Bldg
Emil Raab, conductor,
and Richard Cioffari.
assistant conductor, will
offer such selections as
Mozart's overture to "Don
Giovanni "

of Bloch's "Concerto Grosso
for Strings and Piano" with
Cioffari at the piano
The program also includes
the "Symphony No. 1 in C
Major. Op.
II" by
Beethoven
THE BGSU Jazz Lab.
directed by David Melle.
will perform tomorrow in
the Grand Ballroom. Union.

SUNDAY, NOV. I», the
Bowling
Green String
Quartet will give a performance in the Recital Call
of the Music Bldg.
THE A CAPELLA Choir,
conducted
by
Richard
Mathey. will perform in the
Grand Ballroom. Union at 8
p.m. on Monday. Nov 20
All performances are open
to the public at no charge

Cioffari
will
conduct
Debussy's "Afternoon of a
Faun," which will feature
new faculty harpist. Ruth
lnglefield. Inglefield is also
principal harpist with the
Toledo
Symphony
Orchestra
Raab will conduct the
orchestra in a presentation

Vaugn Bode previews on campus

Cartoonist presenting new art form

Nowoptiof by Oono J. ftnkm

Festival
i entry

The Amerkan Indian's struggle to maintain his dignity and
territory are depicted in Edward F EmanuEI't "Conquest of
My Brother" which opens tonight in Mam Auditorium of University Hall. The play it entered in the national Amerkon
Collogo Theater Festival.

The underground is
coming to Bowling Green in
the person ol Vaughn Bode,
underground artist'cartoonist
Bode will be appearing
tonight at 8 30 in 210 Math
Science Bldg.
Ce will
present a show consisting of
slides illustrating several of
his stones.
Bowling Green is one of
several campuses at which
Bode is previewing his new
art form before taking it on
a major tour next spring
Cis work is a unique blend
of several types of humor,
slapstick,
satire
and
absurdist drama
The show takes place
entirely in a fantasy world
ol
Bodes
creation,
populated by strange

creatures whose plights
bear a close resemblance to
those of their human
counterparts
Bode is a successful
artist, illustrator, presentlyresiding in Woodstock. NY.
Pis work has been

published in "National
Lampoon."'
"Galaxy
Magazine"'
la science
fiction publication! and
"Cavalier "
In addition he has been
active in the underground
press, including the "East
Village Other,
and the

fftSilft [l3HgEl [iBRtt&i

"Gothic Blimp." the first
weekly comic paper which
he helped to establish
Pis work won the Pugo
award in 1968 Pis best
known comic strips include
Cheech
Wizard."
Deadbone Erotica." and
iOOOfoh^?Si/gi*»6''

the " Volkwaffle " series
Middle Class Youth and
Popular Culture are sponsoring the event, which is
free and open to the public.
The presentation will be
followed by a rap session
with Bode
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Confronting the audition syndrome

Don't call us...we'll call you
By Pally Bailey
Eatertalameat Editor
University productions
don't just happen you have
to make them.
More than 150 students
helped make two University
productions last week when
they auditioned lor two
shows to be presented next
quarter
Dr Frank L Miesle.
professor and chairman ol
the speech department, is
directing "The School (or
Scandal, which will be presented Feb 710 as part ol
the major bill ol the theater
season
•LITTLE
MARY
Sunshine" will be presented
during the first part ol
February as a University
Forum Production with
Michael Ssrtor, student
directing
, Auditions were held last
week for both productions.
The two audition sessions
differed greatly
Requirements for the
roles were extremely different since one of the
productions is a musical to

be staged in the Grand Ballroom. Union, with the
audience on three sides of
the stage, and the other will
be done on the stage of the
Main Auditorium. University Hall
Dr. Miesle's auditions
lasted three nights, at the
end of which he held a fourth
night of callbacks.
Sartor's auditions lasted
for two nights during which
83 people auditioned. He said
it would have been "just too
much of a hassle to go
through them all again."
and cast the show after the
preliminary auditions
Dr Miesle. who had from
60 - 70 people auditioning
during the three days, said
in the first round of auditions he was 'screening for
people who could possibly be
used "
r'e said his call back sessions are "fairly intense."
WATCHING the auditions
was at times as entertaining
as watching a regular
production
There were three stages to
the try-outs for "Little Mary
Sunshine "-singing, dancing

and reading dialogue selections.
It was the dancing that
upset a lot of Sartor's applicants.
"I can start really good
It's just the execution that
messes me up." one wouldbe dancer announced after
learning the steps from the
choreographer and attempting them in front of
Sartor
Another commented. "I
get the bum chings really
good"
Occasionally Sartor would
demonstrate a dance step to
a forgetful student or he'd
beat out the rhythm on a
table top while muttering,
"step shuffle ball.
change
step
skip
hop

step leap hop."

Most of those auditioning
were more certain of themselves vocally than in any of
the other two requirements
STUDENTS had been told
to come with a song
prepared The music choices
ranged from selections from
"Carmen" to songs from
"Cabaret" and I'ello
Dolly"
•■My Fair Lady" and "The

Sound of Music." were used
often.
After some of the singing
auditions Sartor tested voice
ranges by having the student
sing up and down scales.
Sometimes he tested volume
by asking the person to sing
"My Country Tis of Thee
Most students got all the
way through it. A few did
not
"I don't know the words!
Is that sacreligious or something'' I've never learned all
the words "
After having the students
read through some dialogue
from the show. Sartor closed
each audition with the question. "Anything else you
want todo''"
Responses were usually
negative, although one girl
did a reading from "Star
Spangled Girl," and another
did splits
"Anything else you want
to do ' Sartor asked a darkhaired guy wearing a blue
sweater, after he finished a
sucessful audition
"Yeah, I want to leave
right now." was the reply.

sessions had in common was
that no one seemed particularly nervous.
Some students covered
twinges of nervousness by
kidding and making jokes A
few mumbled obscenities
under their breath when
they made mistakes.
The people who felt more
at ease with the director
tended to play around more
with the material and
seemed to enjoy the audition
session.
DR. MIESLE had his
students stand all the way
across a long room from
him and read dialogue from
mimeographed sheets
Women had four speeches
to read, the men had five
Each selection was about
a paragraph in length, and

character to another without
relying on his body
positioning at all.
Dr. Miesle took notes on
every audition, rating the
student on physical type,
voice.
appearance,
effectiveness of reading, and
characterization, among
other variables
l'i' said one problem students have in auditioning is
that not enough ol them read
the entire play belore
coming to audition

each was by a different
character in the play.
All the students read all
the selections, using various
techniques to change from
character to character.
One girl moved from place
to place along the back wall,
changing her position as she
moved from speech to
speech.
Another stood with her
weight on the right foot and
her hand on the left hip for
the first character, then
switched her weight to the
left foot and her hand to the
right hip for the second role,
then back for the third and
switched again for the
fourth
On the other hand, one
actor used basically his
voice and phrasing to switch
easily from one distinct

him on what kind of a person
his character was. and
sometimes giving specific
advice on special problems.
Another part of the call
back session was a dialect
test since "The School for
Scandal" may be done in a
British dialect
Also
included was a session body .
movement.
It is a period play and
special movements are
needed because ol the costuming
The girl working with the
actors on movement
explained to one actress.
"They wore very large
skirts and if you moved like
this, iswinging her hips) the
skirts swung like this and
you looked like a cow."
The things one learns at
auditions.

DURING CALL BACKS.
Dr. Miesle had students
reading three to four-person
scenes from the play script,
often having the actors
trade characters in the middle of the scene.
I!e gave an actor more
specific directions, advising

ONE THING both auSition

'Yes' to perform tomorrow
Yes" will be appearing on campus
tomorrow at 9 p m in Memorial I'all
The rock group has been around for
awhile, but it wasn't until the advent of
The Yes Album" this year that it won
public acceptance
The group played nightclubs and
concerts for a couple of years and had
some degree of success with its first
two Atlantic LPs- Yes and Time
And a Word "
Yes has produced four albums,
including the current top ten LP
Fragile.
and its latest release.
Close to the Edge
Its first two performances at the
Academy of Music sold out so quickly
that two more shows were scheduled

The fifth member ol the group is a
new drummer who recently replaced
Bill Hi uIoi ,1

"The Yes Album" was named Album
of the Year in a recent "Sounds" poll
Two founding members. Jon
Anderson and Chris Squire, are still
with the group
Anderson writes the bulk of the
group's songs, both words and music.
I'e also sings lead and plays
tambourine and occasionally minisynthesizer
Squire plays bass guitar and doubles
on harmonies with Anderson
Steve I'owe plays guitar and is
equally adept at either the electric or
acoustic variety Rick Wakeman.
formerly with "the Strawbs." plays a
variety of instruments including organ,
piano, melloton. electric piano and
Moog synthesizer.

CRITIC RON Ross has described
Yes" as not a soul rock, jazz-bluesbop lusion. but an authentically crazy
and commercial English pop art, they
are both soul satisfyingly heavy and
vitally original "
Record World said: " Yes' are not
just another new British rock group;
they are the new British rock group."
TICKETS for the concert, sponsored
by the Union Activities Organization,
are priced at $4 and 14-50. Only a few
tickets are left

A FREE GIFT FOR YOU (
WITH AN ESTEE
LAUDER PURCHASE
OF $5 OR MORE

live
performance £Z
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ESTEE
SUPER COIOGNE SPRAY
Jo/ 10.00 L]
ESTEE SUPER COLOGNE
,
2oz 10.00 n
ESTEE
PERFUMED BODV POWDER
9oz. 8.50 P

RECIPE FOR LUSH LASHES

Quick, easy, neat and ncarmiMfk\ with Islet? Under's lash
1 rngthrning Roll-On Masurj
you're jusl seconds away from natnr.iiiv longer, glossier eyelashes,
no need to fake it.
LASH LENGTHENING
ROLL-ON MASCARA
4.00 Q
Black/Brown
Black/Burgundy
Black/Navy
Black/Black
ALL DAY EYE CREME 1oz. 6.00Q

ESTEE
PERFUMED BODY CREME
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Phone 352-2831 - order board opens at 10:45
a.m. or mail coupon to Lasalle's, 138 S. Main
St Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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THE BEAUTY STARTERS
IS YOUR GIFT FROM ESTEE LAUDER
Introduce yourself to the very best in beauty with THE
BEAUTY STARTERS containing: Estoderme Emulsion, Tender Blusher, and Youth-Dew Purse Spray. Receive your gift
with your Estee Lauder purchase at 5.00 or more made Monday, November 13, 1972 through Saturday, November 25, 1972.
Please come in, or if you cannot visit us, we will send your gift
with your order, entered on the clipped coupon. This offer expires 11/25/72. One gift set to a customer.
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Violent week on 3 Ohio campuses

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
' 2 Gen I Fesmret Corp
Form a thread.
Keeps away
from.
Old Testament
people of Moab.

Cop.

Murder cracks protective college shell
COLUMBUS (API
Murder goes to college in
Ohio
Take one violent week
among the state's college
students:
Student Willie E Williams
II of Cleveland died Monday
at '-'Wilberlorce University
He- was a Central State
freshman
Student Thomas K
Jenkins. 18. died Saturday at
Xavier University.
Jane McGuire. 19. of Ohio
University, died Sept 22
Last Wednesday FBI agents
arrested a Cleveland man
and charged him with killing
the girl.
Death by violence on a
college campus has always
been a social shocker.
Aekdemir calm and culture

supposedly paints a thicker
protective coating of civilization than the wicked
workaday world.
EVEN RECENT years of
campus
riots
and
demonstrations
didn't
succeed in rooting out all the
surprise from the fact that
murder can and does go to
college.
Dr. James I'oward Snook.
49-year-old veterinary medicine professor at Ohio State
University
may
have
provided the greatest shock
waves back in 1929 when he
murdered his coed mistress.
24-year-old Theora Ifix The
case was a national sensation
The tabloids made much
of his execution Keb 28.

300333

THEATRE

1930. in Ohio Penitentiary
after a last meal with his
wife and relatives
Murder has come fairly
often to Ohio State,
including the celebrated and
unusual case four years ago
when a fire deliberately set
in a high-rise dormitory
caused the deaths of two
coeds
But. murder visits small
town campuses, loo. Dr
Eugene Stees. an Ohio University education professor
in Athens, murdered his
wife, Pelen. in 1963 I'e
stuffed her body into an oil
drum and rolled it into Dow
Lake near Athens.

possibility is constantly with
every school-in armed robberies, in break-ins and
other non-homicide crimes.
Young Jenkins was shot
Saturday at Xavier during a
robbery, the second of the
year at the student center
game room
Security Director James
L Fyke of Kent State
reports concern over several
armed robberies at the
school Similar concern is
expressed by Security
Director Tom Fenlon at the
University of Dayton where

NOW AT POPULAR PKICES-Adultt $1.25-Children SI 00
SHOWN WED » THURS al 8 00 ONLY FRIDAY 7 00 10 00
SATURDAY 2 30 7 00 10 00 SUNDAY 2 00. b 00 8 00

THE SHERIFF'S office
eventually solved the killing
and Stees was sentenced to
Ohio Penitentiary Keb. 13.
1963 Seven years and one
week later, Stees escaped
I'e has not been found since.
I.'owever surprising a
campus killing may be. the

FT ORD. Calif. (AP) - A
military
jury
yesterday
found Pvt Billy Dean Smith,
the first soldier brought to
trial in the United States in a

%1

tf^m PAIR of EARRING^
x
- FREE -

lirrcl from Us record-breaking reserved-seal presentation!

With Purchase of any 2 Pair
Mr. Mushroom Says:

Zen has my sale on! «„„,
Over!

over 600 pairs to choose from!
also

Mini-strobe candles
.25
Canvas Army tote bags
1.89
Large Backpacks
3.85
Sterling silver bands
1.00
Bamboo cigarette holders
.49
Hendrlx Posters • Drip candles
ZEN (formerly Purple Mushroom)
JITI)
904 E. Wooster
Next to T.O. s Across Irom Kohl

^

EACH

KENT

fatality at Central State this
year. Charles Bowen. 23. of
Cincinnati, was found shot to
death in his dormitory room
last Feb 20

STATE

residence hall has its own
security personnel of students or faculty members.
"They are not policemen,"
said Fyke, "but they patrol
the buildings, keeping close
surveillance on visitors and
call us if they see anything
suspicious "
Williams, the Central
State freshman killed at
Wilberforce, was the second

New Hours - Mon.-Fri. Noon-5:00

A

f* JP

Dominos Has Its
Hang Ups Too!

"fragging''
incident,
innocent of killing two officers with a grenade in Vietnam.
Smith, a 24-year-old black
from Los Angeles' Watts
section, was acquitted of six
counts of murder, attempted
murder and assault but was
found guilty of assaulting a
military
policeman who
arrested him soon after the
fragmentation
grenade
exploded.
The conviction on the
single assault charge
carried a maximum penalty
of one year at hard labor,
dishonorable discharge, forfeiture of all pay and

Murder comes even
before students go to
college Jane McGuire. the
Washington. Pa. girl for
which FBI agents arrested
Larry Joseph Via, 28-yearold wandering musician,
was killed in Summit County
en route to register at Ohio
University

The Domino Poople
are Pizza People, Period.
1616 E. Wooster
Bowling Groon

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
|

Pizza delivered hot
Pizza delivered fast

Ohio
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Distribute by
quota
Meet unexpectedly.
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Christian Science Organization 12 ntNin 3pm Partison
Room. Union Ed Pawkms religious counselor Open to
all
Students International Meditation
Overman Pall Introductory lecture

Society.

3pm.
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1'am
Olives
Pepperoni
Mushrooms Green Peppers
Ground Beef
Onions
Bacon
Fresh Sausage
12-inch Regular Pizza each 30c
16-inch Super
each 50c

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. 6 IS, Prout Chapel
Prayer meeting Kveryone welcome

Soft drinks also available.
Clip along tha dotted lino and Save

WATCH FOR DOMINOS "FACE" CONTEST ON THURS.
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Discussion on

Association ol Childhood Education. 7 Hpm
I'mon Children s panel

Ohio Suite

Howling Green School of Self IVIensc. 6 9pm 201 Paves
■ 'all

Ph]rStC«l Kdueatwn & Recreation. 7 30pm
Student
StrvlCW Koruni What is I'ostelmg Slide presentation4
question & answer
Student International Medilalion Society. Hpm. 220 Math
Science
Introductory
lecture
on
Transcendental
Meditation
Alpha Kpsilon Delia 8pm. 129 l.ile Science Mm ie
'Modern Medicine looks al the Peart Refreshments

SkiClub.6 30pm. 115 Education Hldg

Opera Workshop with Student Activities 8 15pm, Recilal
Pall. Music Bldg Delightful studem composition one-act
operetta with set & costumes

lu.si Law Society. 7pm. 200 Moseley Pall Daniel T
Spitler. Wood County Prosecutor will talk on criminal law
& prosecution

Campus Outdoor Activity Club. 8 30pm. Wavne Room.

LOST AND KIH'ND

Lost - a pair of glasses with
the name Janine and the
phone no 352-0427 .home
phone no* inscribed inside
If found please call 352-7266
LOST
green wallet lost
near I'mon
Identification
needed' REWARD 372-3667
Lost
Irish Setter 7 mos.
male Please contact Tony
435S College REWARD
PELP WANTED
Wanted waitresses and or
delivery
men.
apply
in
person
1004
S
Main
Paghai s

I Our Deluxe PinaPepperoni. Mushrooms, Ham, Green Pepper, Onion
12-inch Regular Pizza $1 75
16-inch Super Pizza $4 50
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Delta Sigma Pi Thanks for
a great thumper game
Pappy BD'O Phi A
(irand III Karen • congrats
on your AX activation & on
being
selected
most
outstanding pledge
ABTs
Than* for the
fantastic lime at the lea
The ADPts
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Full 6i
part-lime help
wanted apply in person
Village Inn Piua. 1034 \
Main
Freshmen &
Soph bus
majors
Acquire valuable
experience working as an
advertising salesman tor the
Hi: News. 106 I'niversilv
Pall
Positions available male
part-lime only, days and
nights auto helpful but not
necessary Apply in person
Knickerbocker
Building
Services. 215 Gorrel Ave 84pm
WANTED
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Bow ling Green People lor Peace, lift Caves P.ill 7 ,10pm

Students International Meditation Society, t»pm. 103
Husiness Bldg Advanced lecture lor those practicing
n .niMvmlcnt.il meditation

REWARD' Ig male hl.uk
cat-long haired, golden eyes
POSPA 352 6767 or 354-6855

$155
$2 50

>u
f r,

c

140

Sociology Iindergraduate Interest Group. 6pm. Perry
Room. Union All sociology majors & minors are invited to
attend

Need ride to NJ Kn 17th or
after 354 4983

12-inch Regular Pizza
16-inch Super Pizza
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Our Superb Cheese Pizza
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Collegiate DEC A 7pm. 218 I'ayes Tall
luture profession.)I meetings

Pizza delivered great
Pizza delivered free

DOMINO'S
MENU

I "■J

47
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Parshman Sexual Awareness Series. 7pm. Anderson
Cafeteria Lounge Peartbeat. Inc & Right lo-Life

Sunday thru Thursday 3:00 p.m. to 1:00 a m.
Friday and Saturday
5:00pm. to 2 00 a m

41
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UMSM

352-5221
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Students desiring summer work at Cedar Point Resort in
Sandusky should apply during the Christmas holiday break,
said James L. Galloway, director of placement
Interviews will be conducted Dec 19. 20, 21. 26. 27. 28 and
29 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m in the Manna Steak I'ouse. Cedar
Point
Employment preference will be given to those interviewed during the December recruitment drive. Gallowav
said

■

1

37

II

Cedar Point plans
holiday interviews

>6 F.D.R. creation.
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Silly creature, a
laCeletl Buries
■ I letter paper:
\hbr.
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Cow Palace, for
example.
Bring* berk into
use.
Citrus fruit: Fr.
Dislike neartily.
Hamburg title.
Aspir ingredient.
Lone. lasting.
Synthetic fabric
Froshs*
residence*.
Digit.
Adversary.
West Indies
ialand.
Star in Gemini.
Electrieal units.
Vesture.
Mobster.
In layers.
Obvious.
Take down a
•hip*« pole.
Dance step,
girder.
Slyly sarcastic.

Putting in a play.
Peek near
ancient Troy.
Elect ra's brother.
Headline family
of 1034.
Tenants.
Worshiper or
worshiping.
Rice or flour.
Go away.

24 White-tale item.
25 A rlip joint,
perhaps.
26 Fur.
28 Make a mistake.
29 Italian-type
leaders.
3H Worahiper of
whatever i- new
32 Deep wood*.
13 "The
have

allowances and reduction to
lowest enlisted rank.
Smith
had
pleaded
innocent to all charges If
convicted of the murder
charges, he faced a mandatory sentence of life
imprisonment.
Smith showed no emotion
when the verdict was read.
Ve stood and saluted the
president of the court, then
embraced members of his
family and his attorney.
Luke McKissack
The jury's decision automatically will be reviewed
by M.IJ Gen Harold G.
Moore, commanding general of Ft. Ord.

CAMPUSCALENDAR

First Hang Up - Dominos Manager, Dave Matrone, is "hung
up" on 30 minute service - we have it!
Second Hang Up - Our pizza is quality pizza. If your not
satisfied give Dave a call.
Third Hang Up - Our Menu - cut it out and hang it up for future
reference.

13 Coffeebreak
treat.
14 Shunned.
16 "Rhinoceros"
Claywriihl
[using.
1H Numerical
CrefW.
'all deroralion.
of a -«nt
21 Healthy.

22 Pealed.

Private found innocent
in U.S. 'fragging' case

SIUOINI PDICf S tHUIIS t SUN Will Nol Agpl, loi Mali, on tin Bool
.

break-ins and assaults are
on the increase, security
forces reported.

ACROSS
I Man of the rloth.
7 Annoy.

Need garage for Winter Qtr
Ph 2-4414
Wanted
someone to take
car of dog during holidays
352 7693
Male wants housing share
rent Bruce 352 2654

SERVICES OFFERED
COLLEGE STUDENTS need money'1 Montgomery
Ward
\
Co
requires
progressive sales people on
the campus Work your own
hours obtain commission
on over
130.000
items
Outstanding opportunity for
right
person
Apply
at
Montgomery Ward & Co 171
S Main Bowling Green Ask
for Lou haul ia

Recorded Music Service for
parties, dances, receptions
etc 352-7851
Bike winter storage pick up
& return, phone 823-6729
Watch cleaning, repairing al
the Working Pand Craft
Center 515 Conneaut 35390S2

Women s Movement 2nd open women s meeting 8 30pm
Taft Room. I'mon
All interested persons welcome
Discussion of self-defense & speakers bureau

PERSONALS
Teachers
Math-Science.
Guidance
Counseling.
Vocational Kduc and Ind
Arts.
English.
Spanish.
French. Pome Ec needed
lor professional volunteer
positions in IV and Vista
See recruiters Nov 15. 16 in
University Pall
PROBLEMS" Give Student
Arbitration Board a chance
to solve them (or vou 2-2969
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS by Itiilip Morton
TPE
WORKING
PAND
CRAFT
CENTER
515
(onneaul 353-0632
Weekly earnings male and
female
Blood
Plasma
Donor Center. 610 Monroe
St. Toledo. Ohio Prs MonFri 8-5 Open Thurs nites
till 9pm Ph 255-3535
Farming
background.
Forestry. Fisheries. Kami
Management,
machinery
repair, gram
vegetable
production. FFA or 4P.
needed for Peace Corps in 57
countries ^ See recruiters
Nov 15.16 inXlniversitv Pall
Stuck
in
BG
for
Thanksgiving* See URIAP
PEEP. Sunday Nov 26 at the
Toledo Sports
Arena
Tickets onlv $4 in advance at
FINDERS
Records and
Tapes

Give a special gift for that
special
person
from
VATAN'S
We
have
Wedgewood. Pummel, bone
china
Business majors • BA-MBA
Accounting.
Market
Management
needed for
professional
volunteer
positions in Vista
See
recruiters Nov 15. 16 in
University Pall
Alpha Sigs - we should have
had the dance marathon at
our lea' It was a great timeAlpha Phis
Karen - congrats on your
lavabering - love, your little
Phi Taus. that "Buffalo'
must
have been WILD
Bill s' Thanks for the Tea
Alpha Phis
To Dorothy. Brothers and
Little Sisses of Delta Tau
Delta Thanks for a great
birthday, from Mom

Congratulations new Alpha
Chi Omega actives Wendy
Patty. Gayle. Karen and
Deb' We're really proud of
you' Wendy. Sue & Kim
Div. it's 3' big ones now
Can't wait til June Love
ya. Buck
Congratulations
DEBBIE
RYBAK on becoming a Stg

Good used davenport, over
stuffed chairs incl
red
leather 3M-M33
Mini strobe candles 25c. 5
II Bambu incense 75c - 20
slick-. Bamboo cig holders
49e Zen 904 E Wooster bv
TOs
For sale king sized water
bed. saletv liner, frame and
pad Call Pat 352-7023
For sale 84 MOB very good
condition Inquire at No 308
South College
1966 TR-4 Triumph new
paint.
good
cond
Reasonable 353-6751
1967 Triumph 2000 auto
8750 Call 655-2W3 i local I
Wanted 1 female roommate
to share two bdrm apt
Phone 352-5835
1 f roommate needed (or
winter in 4-man apt on 8th
SI 848-mo Call Diane 352
0942
Needed 1 M to share apt al
Cherry Pill Village Call 3520002. Mike
One female rmmt wanted
winter & spring quarters
inquire 352-7265
I or 2 F rmtes needed wtr
qtr Jan M 3524029
Needed 1 F roommate Ridge
Manor Apt 60 per mo Call
Cindv or Susan 352-7166
I F rmte. wtr qtr only Call
3524106
1 male roommate needed
870 a month Contact Gene
352 096H
Furn apt for 2-3 near
campus wintspr 352-3143
Large house near campus
for rent S250 mo The Putck
Pet Shop 354 9603

Wednesday, November 13. 1972, Th. BG

AAcGovern says
party 'unstable'
A

NPAC to stage
Viet war rally
Anyone going to the
National Peace Action
Coalition 1NPAC1 demonstration in Cleveland on
Saturday is urged by the
Bowling Green Student
Mobilization Committee to
meet in the Union Oval at 9
a.m.
Bob Weigl. member of the

Hosteling
program
scheduled
t'osleling. outdoor travel
by simple, inexpensive
means, will be discussed at
a meeting tonight at 7 SO in
the forum. Student Services
Bldg
Dorothy Joyce, past vice
president of the American
Youth Fosteling Society
(AYPS), will speak The
program will include a slide
presentation and a question
and answer period.
The meeting, free and
'open to the public, is sponsored by the physical
education and recreation
department and AYPS

committee, said he hopes for
a good turnout of Bowling
Green students at the
demonstration, scheduled to
start at noon.
Weigl said the demonstration has been endorsed by a
representative of the Paris
Mission of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam
through a telegram to
NPAC.
"We highly appreciate
your
initiative
of
organizing (the) Nov. It
mass antiwar demonstrations The U.S. war in Vietnam is intensified and
fiercer than ever." the telegram said
For further information
contact Weigl at the student
mobilization table in University Pall.

Esther Vilar. author of
"The Manipulated Man."
also thinks that women are
stupid and getting more so
every day; that men are
brilliant but locked into
stultifying jobs, that house-

Ohio legislature to act
on veteran's bonus plan
COLUMBUS lAPI - A
Vietnam veterans bonus
plan may be in the works for
the Ohio Legislature Nov.
28. Legislators may also act
on two constitutional
amendments
Pouse Speaker Charles
Kurfess iR-4 Perrysburg)
said yesterday he has
ordered legislative researchers to update cost
estimates for several bonus
plans offered earlier this
session.
THESE RANGE from a
M12.3 million plan to benefit
all Vietnam veterans
regardless of where they
served to a $135.6 million
program to pay $600 bonuses
only to those who served in
Vietnam.
The bonus would be
financed through a state
bond issue that may be
submitted to Ohio voters
next May.
Kurfess said he also wants

Or. V. Kerry Smith mt t—uirw for trM Future seeks ■■■teiee; en "An hemmlr

Dr. Smith

end leimmrtik IHeeeHer rhe Vehjlam el ■wwemwewrel Imwin www |p»

CPARLOTTE AMALIE.
Virgin Islands (API George McGovern counsels
against hasty action to
remove the Democratic
party chairman.
He said yesterday the
Democratic party is an unnatural, unstable coalition,
and the country would benefit if his defeat for the presidency leads to broad party
realignment
Indirectly, he seemed to
be inviting at least some of
the Democrats who
supported President Nixon
to shift to the Republican
party.
In a news conference,
McGovern advised the
Democratic National Committee (DNCI to go slowly in
removing Jean Westwood
from the DNC chairmanship
in which he placed her after

Author argues 'men are slaves'
LONDON (API - The
American male is the most
oppressed man in the western world, says the author
of a book that also argues
men are really slaves and
women their exploiters.

action this year on two constitutional amendments
which the Ohio Supreme
Court ruled off the ballot
last May. Both would be
offered for the ballot next
May.
One proposed amendment
concerned legislative
powers. It was in 14 parts
and was ruled off the ballot
on technical errors
THE OTHER, also ruled
off on technicalities, would
repeal a constitutional prohibition against lotteries
This could allow subsequent
legislatures to act on a state
lottery
Both
amendment
proposals were passed by
the legislature last March
Kurfess said action this year
on all the points would
insure May primary legal
deadlines are met
Kurfess said the fact
Democrats will take control
of the legislature next year

had no bearing on the bonus
issue

Six bonus plans are
pending in the I'ouse and
one in the Senate
A Legislative Service
Commission report last
January showed that 556.000
Ohioans have served in the
armed forces during the
Vietnam war and thai
185.000 ol them actually
served in Vietnam

ELMER'S

GLUE ALL
DRIES CLEAR. FAST, STRONG
4 OUNCES

PARKER

JOTTER PEN
WITH CALENDAR

STADIUM PIAZA
STOKE ONIV

HUE W00STER ST
PHONE 352-7248

GENIE LIGHTERS

c

NOW 99

MALLORY
"C" AND "D"
BATTERIES

"BUTTERP0PPER"

A YDS MET CANDY

CORN POPPER

1 MONTH SUPPLY
VANILLA, CHOCOLATE FUDGE
BUTTERSCOTCH.
CHOCOLATE MINT

REG. 69*

NOW $1"
PETALOPE
ENVELOPES
COLORFUL DESIGNS
REG. 89-

NOW 49*

GRAY'S VITAMIN E

TAMPAX 40's

400 LU.
BOTTLE OF 100
REG.'5.99

REG. OR SUPER
REG.'1.44

NOW 2"

SUNDAY - OPENING TIL 3 P.M. - ADULTS II r»

STADIUM

Cinettia U
NOW Evi MS,. 30 Sri IS.. } 31. 4 31, 7IS. I 31

"Gutsy,
bawdy!")

CONGRATULATES
Jan Amstutz \W
l.inda Baus
vq
THEIR NEW ACTIVES
Sheila Brockman
Jane Kerry
Paulett Owens
Phyllis Rose
Margie Fisher
Jeanne Florian
Karen Savakis
Diane Tober
I'am l.'owison
Paula Ifvizd
1
Debbie Vestal
Betsv Lenox
Rusty Wells
•t—• Debbie Nvin ' 1 I Jane White
_-j
J^.
^BDkltecky Wnrrall ^W

ADELTAZETA
CONG BA TULA TIONS TO
Jill Dexter

Phyllis Bough

Kathy Walsh

Debbie Hauck

Lisa Vanderbuiit Karen Stewart
Car-ol Jennings

Jeanne Privett

Jill Pennington

Kathy Resar

Lorie Lane

AAary-Halsey Jackson

Peggy Rendlesham

Reg Morris

:'■

NOW $1"

Specials available thru Sunday, Nov. 19

GEORGE C. SCOTT STACY REACH
-A ROBERT CMABTOfF ffVW.VMNKl.ER PRODUCTION
THE NEW CENTURIONS
JANE ALEXANDER ■ SCOTT WLSON
ROSALIND CASH w
ST«.*G »..«««

MMMMW JOSfPHVWMBMJGM It") -a*..,RMNHNUR ~noBERt CHWIOfH,
t*— - RCM«AD FLESCHER
Ijll
IIUIHTH •_!
HOW fv. 7 30 0N1V

Sat I

The Sisters of Delta Zeta welcome their
spirited Fantastic fifteen to the House By
the Windmill.

SM

3 51. 7 31

CAN A MOVIE GO TOO FAR?
MARI, SEVENTEEN,
IS DYING. EVEN FOR HER
THE WORST IS YET
TO COME!

■m
inV '
0°« <9'
Hiy

Welcome to the "Active Bunch"

REG. '3.50
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE '2.88

NOW 39*

$

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NLTE-S1.M - ID'S REQUIRED!

—WANDA HALE.
NEW YORK DAIY NEWS '.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE '1.39

NOW 19c

GRAY'S
SHAVING
CREAM

AS FOR FEMINISTS.
these are women who from
time to time, throughout
history, emphasize their
claims to masculine
prerogatives
American
contemporary feminists are
doomed to failure because
they have directed their
efforts against men. their
real allies.
A meek, almost mouselike
women with long brown hair
parted in the middle. Vilar,
37. was born in Argentina of
tierman parents who were
divorced when she was
three

After graduating Irom
medieal school she practiced for one year, then
studied psychology and
sociology and became a
sales representative for a
pharmaceutical company so
she could support her
writing career

MEETING IN Washington
Monday, the Executive
Committee of the Democratic Governors' Caucus
called on Westwood to.
resign to help give the party
a new sense of direction
after its shattering defeat in
the presidential election. ,-;
Westwood has said sac.
will not resign and will fight
any effort to oust her at toe
DNC meeting in Washington
on Dec. 9.
McGovern said aay
change in DNC leadership
would wait until 1(73.
I!e said he .envisions the
possibility of the reforms,
which he helped to shape
being endangered by new
DNC leadership
"There was a certain
group that never accepted
the reforms-Meany and
ll.irkan and I suppose Con
nally would be included in
It," McGovern said.
Pe referred to the AFLCIO president. George
Meany, his chief political
lieutenant. Al ll.irkan. aott
to John Connally. former!
Texas governor who headjajf'
Democrats for Nixon.

REG. '1.49

NOW 99'

NOW $5M

pleasure.
"Pousework is so easy
that in psychiatric clinics it
is traditionally the job of
morons who are unfit to do
any other kind of work"
wrote Vilar

Basically her theory is
thai the male is brilliant and
capable ol doing great
things with his freedom but
his intelligent thoughts
frighten him lie seeks the
security of the enslaved and
marries
Girls, though born intelligent. Vilar says are taught
they don't have to think
because men are going to
work lor (hem Their goal is
to find a man to do this
Some women may work or
go lo college but only to
make themselves attractive
U) men
They may even proclaim
that housework is drudgery
and that the male is fullillcd
because he works outside
the home but in (act, they
know housework is easy and
thev reallv think il is a

his nomination last summer.- "•_
I'e urged caution also In
abolishing any of the party's
new procedural reforms, of
which he was a leading spoo .
sor
..;.

DISPOSABLE BUTANE
CHOICE OF COLORS

REG. 30* EACH
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE 25'

REG. '6.99

372-0086

SPECMIS AVAIlABIl AT

REG. '1.95

MANY COLORS
UL APPROVED

TO HAVE YOUR
YEARBOOK PORTRAIT TAKEN

NOW VILAR HAS added a
special chapter devoted to
the American male and is
preparing tor a lecture and
publicity tour in the United
Stales
She actually wrote the
book in New York almost
two years ago during a fivemonth visit in which she
lived in an East Village
Polel and made research
trips to suburbia
The book is. she said, an
illustration of a theory she
calls "the pleasure of non
freedom "

DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES

NOW 35*

Sign up NOW

work is a pleasure and men
are deprived of it and thai
all of this stems from
mothers who condition their
children into manipulative
and slave roles
The book was originally
published in Germany where
it made the best seller list
before it was launched in
seven other European countries

[H;l
L J i V a VJ
!

REG. 59*

j ONLY 3
: DAYS LEFT! j
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LAST HOUSE

E..H1
JUST
.CROSS
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Vickie Black

Baby Levis

Candy Cheney

Claudia McAvoy

Kim Cheney

Gaye Pierce

Sally Clem

Jackie Seidel

Janet Drogomir

Linda Southam

Nancy Haines

Laurie Wojsnarowicz

Judy Lang

Jan Wolf
Shelley Yorgey

Vf

. M. cam* rKUM;

NOW Err J 30 ONIV Sittinl. ill. I.H

POSITIVELY THE MOST
HORRIFYING FILM EVER MADE
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BG tops rival Redskins
By Ed Hobioe
Staff Writer
There was one prevailing
thought
among
Bowling
Green's harriers immediately following last Saturday's District Four qualifier.
It was all summed up by
distance runner Bob
McOmber when he said, "I
don't know if we won the
meet or not, but we beat
Miami and we're all glad
about that.''
Bowling Green and Miami
are both cross country
powerhouses and everytime
they run on the same course,
their rivalry adds an extra
dimension to the meet.

I don't hold any personal
grudges against the
Redskins, but it always feels
good to beat them."
BOTH TEAMS use packrunning as their technique
for victory. The one major
difference is that BG can
place its top three men in
front of Miami's first man.
"Our bottom four runners
feel the pressure of the
rivalry more than anyone
else because they're
actually back there running
with Miami's pack," Brodt
said
Any one of Miami's
runners can place in any

FALCON COACH Mel
Brodt, who was once a
runner of some acclaim for
Miami, gave no apparent
reason for the rivalry other
than the fact (hat BG and
Miami are evenly matched
and both in contention for
the same titles.

Cold
U/A/lfflDT
ww
"** I»«wl

BG's Rich Schnillkar (17) it followed by Dan Bulloch (234)
and Nick Ellis (64) as they brave the inclement weather that
hovered over the cross country meet last Saturday. The
Falcons finished first out of field of 17 teams and qualified for
the NCAA championship meet next Monday in Houston, Tex.

We'll always be a rival to
a conference team that's
I'Miiil enough to beat us on
certain days,'' Brodt said.
This year that team
happens to be Miami.
"The guys know.l come
I rom Miami and I think this
adds a little extra incentive

Ruggers cling to win
News Special
There is a saying that
goes, "there are no winners
in rugby, only survivors."
That was evident Saturday
in the Bowling Green rugby
club's muddy 7-6 victory
over Findlay
"It became a real problem

4?
sporrs

trying to pick out who was
on which loam," said coach
Roger Mazzarella "Kail of
both team's offensive drives
were stopped because the
ball carrier slipped."
BOWLING GREEN took
an early 3-0 lead on a penalty
kick by rookie Doug
Stantial
Hut after
recovering a Mazzarella
fumble near the in; goal
line. Findlay came bark to
score a try and the conversion
With only 50 seconds
remaining in the contest, fly
half Tom Nossc capped a
Falcon three-quarter line
drive and ran the linal yards
to give Rowling Green a 7-t>
win.
The A learn has a 5-0-1

record while the B squad is
5-1 and Ihe (' unit is 1-1 for
the season
THE THREE teams will
face Michigan Stale this
weekend in the final game
for all Ihe Falcon squads.

MAC'S best
COLUMBUS tAPI-Jack
Lambert, defensive stalwart
in Kent State's key upset al
Miami, and Toledo bark
George Keitn are the MidAmerican
Conference
Players of the Week.
Lambert, a defensive end
for the Flashes, figured in 24
tackles. 19 of them unassisted, as Kent State
slipped by Miami. 21-10. to

Five win awards
Paced by defensive safety
Gary Seemann's 98 per cent
efficiency rating, five
Bowling Green football
players have been honored
(or their performance last
Saturday during the 5-0 win
over Dayton.
The senior defender from
Youngstown (Chaney)
received one of the highest
grades ever given out by the
coaching staff as he intercepted two passes and
knocked away three others,
including one that had touchdown written all over it.

fifth "Mr Tackle" award
for Hargrove and the second
for Hall
WINNING the offensive
awards on a sub-par
offensive showing by the
Falcons were Paul Miles,
who received his seventh
"Mr. Back" award in nine

In this week's rankings
published
in
Rugby
US A.." Howling (ireen is
eighth in the nadon behind
Ohio State.
Palmer,
I'll, A and number one
Stanford

games, and tackle John
Czerwinski who won "Mr
Block" honors.
It marked the fourth
straight week that Miles and
Czerwinski had been
honored That ties a record
set earlier this year by
defensive
back
Myron
Wilson.

remain in contention for the
conference title
Lambert, a 6'5". 208
pound junior, slopped Redskin ace Bob Kitchens al Ihe
goal line in Ihe fourth
quailer for one of Ihe big
plays of Ihe game
KEIM. A 6-FOOT. 185
pound junior filling in for the
injured Joe Schwartz.
scored 20 of his itMnis
points in a 21-0 triumph over
Marshall and rushed for 178
yards
Oilier offensive nominees
considered by a panel ol
newsmen were Gary Pinkel
of Kent. Chris llrookmeyer
of Miami and Paul
Jorgensen of
Western
Michigan.
Defensive
candidates
included Gary Seemann ol
Howling Green. Mike Monos
of Miami. Ed Srotl of Toledo
and Ron Karlis of Western
Michigan

□ana

ship nine consecutive years.
Redskin
championships
were once the major rule of
MAC cross country competition.
"Miami has all the money,
tradition and all the other
tools to run a sophisticated
program," Brodt said. "We
have to scrimp and save just
to keep ours operating.
"FOR YEARS we've been
more concerned about
indoor track,
whereas
Miami's program is focused
on outdoor running."
It's been an uphill battle
for Bowling Green against a
school rich in tradition, but

at this point in the season
the statistics are virtually
even
BG and Miami meet in
five different competitive
situations during the cross
country season
SO FAR Miami has won
the All-Ohio and MAC meets
and Bowling Green has won
the individual dual and
Saturday's District Four
qualifier.
Monday's NCAA championships still remain.
"We wish Miami all the
best in Houston as long as
they finish behind us."
Brodt said

Falcons not very deserving
By Fred R. Qrtllp, Sports Editor

\

My feelings on the BG-Daylon game? Ah. yes Glad you
asked thai
Maybe I'm reading between the lines a bit too far. but I
think there was a definite correlation between the toilet
paper thrown from the stands and the way the Falcons
played offense on the field.
To describe the BG offensive performance would be
pretty offensive. It would rival the squalor of Poe Ditch.
Seriously, there was more excitement in watching the
numerous wine-chugging contests in the stands than
watching the football game.
ESPECIALLY AFTER THE father of one fraternity guy
got the Dad's Day spirit with a half bottle of Chianti. "Go go
go go go." exorled the fans twhen they weren't screaming
"Wewant Watz" and "Boooooo "I
And go he did until the bottle was drained "Yea!"
hollered the fans who were only about half-cognizant of the
football game by halftime.
The glassy-eyed dad stood up. pointed the bottle skyward
and with a half-crocked smile on his face acknowledged the
biggest cheer of the entire afternoon.
AT LEAST SOMEBODY enjoyed the game Certainly I
didn't.
The thing thai 1 still can't quite grasp is that this team
still has a chance to go to the Tangerine Bowl. Sure, send the
defense but leave that "coffee-break" offense at home. This
is not such a great football team. A very good one, yes, but
not a great one.
Certainly, it can be a great one when it feels like it and
that in itself is a trait not many teams can boast of. But the
fact that the defense comes to play every week and the offense performs at random shows a lack of something.
Yes. the field was a little muddy and yes, it was a little
chilly and sure, the game didn't mean anything. Oh. and
who's Dayton anyway?
MAYBE IT'S THE coaching, maybe it's the playing,
maybe it's the attitude of the coaches and the players. It's
probably a total team effort no matter which way you look
at it
At any rate. Bowling Green doesn't deserve the Tangerine
Bowl Maybe the MAC championship, but not the Tangerine
Howl The Falcons only play when they want to. That's no
mark of a champion.

If you think Kent State is deserving of the Bowl, you're
wrong there, too The Golden Flashes-who should win the
MAC title this weekend against Toledo-are no more deserving than the Houston Oilers are of going to the Super
Bowl
KENT, AT 5-4-1 OVERALL, has looked so egregiously bad
at times this season that you'd think the team was an ex-side
show act of the Ringling Bros Circus
Getting back closer to home-Why is "pass" such a dirty
word around the stadium'' When the rushing game is not
functioning as it has, isn't the pass the standard procedure''
Why is it so necessary that one quarterback-namely Joe
Babies-had to play the entire game Saturday"1 i A non-conference game that meant nothing, mind you I.
This is no knock on Joe because he completed six of 13
throws for 54 yards That's a damned good performance
from a Bowling Green standpoint.
THE POINT IS, Joe didn't have to play the whole game
There's a guy on the bench named Ed McCoy who isn't one
to say "Huh"" when a pass is called He should have played,
if only to gel experience
McCoy is the team's punier and also Ihe No 2 safety on
defense, besides alternating with Hal Watz as the No 2
quarterback
In case you didn't catch the junior varsity game last Monday, you missed something rare for Bowling Green
McCoy entered the game late in the third period and completed nine of 14 passes for 170 yards and two touchdowns
Behind McCoy, the BG JVs scored all their points in the
fourth quarter to beat Miami. 22-21
THE EXCUSE IS McCoy has to spend time with the de
fense and can't get much work at quarterback. Then is
Bowling Green so shallow talent-wise that one man has to
play both ways plus punt? Come on!
What McCoy would have done against Dayton is not
important The man simply should have gotten some varsity
experience at quarterback
Coach Don Nehlen admits it himself When BG gets in a
position where it has to pass, the team is definitely in a hole
That's where a guy like McCoy could bail the Falcons out
That's why he should have gotten some experience Saturday
From the way it looks, though, the season will probably be
over after next weekend anvwav Mavbe It's for the better.

Booters bowl moved
DAYTON (API - A bad
weather forcast has caused
the Ohio Collegiate Soccer
Association to move its
annual North-South senior
bowl game from Delaware

to Baldwin-Wallace College
in Berea.
Coaches of the association
were to have selected the
two 18-man squads last
night The players may
come from any of the 46
schools in Ohio with soccer
teams.
Last year's game was
played at Baldwin-Wallace
and the 1972 match was

scheduled for Ohio Wesleyan
University until a forecas! of
adverse
weather
there
prompted the move
This is the fourth game in
the annual series The North
has won once and two games
ended in lies
Mickey Cochrane. BGSl'
mentor, will coach the
North team, assisted by
Klaas deBoer of Cleveland

State University
The South coach will be
Paul Berry of Cedarville
College His assistant will be
Bill Servedio of Ohio State
University.
One 18-man squad will be
chosen from the two teams
to play in the second annual
Indiana-Ohio all-star match
Nov 26 at Ohio Wesleyan
University

Second time honored

IT WAS the second "Mr
Interception" award of the
season for Seemann He was
also Bowling Green's
nominee for Mid-American
Conference Player-Of-TheWeek after the
Orange
Crush
defense checked
Dayton with just 16 yards in
total offense, the lowest in
the nation this year

Cochrane fop coach

Other defensive award
winners were middle guard
Earl Hargrove of Youngstown and tackle Tom Pall of
Bowling Green It was the

iWI Notes
Jeff Pleska and Dave
Hughes of Phi Kappa Psi
won the all-campus tennis
doubles championship as
they downed Randy Cothell
and Bob Trantman 10-3
Entries for the all-campus
three-man basketball and
coed volleyball tournaments
are now available from
fraternity and residence hall
athletic chairmen and the
1M office. Ml Memorial
Hall.
Entries are due November
22 and play begins
November 29.

spot from one week to the
next, but they're ranked so
close together that it usually
makes little difference.
"WE USUALLY have a
better chance against Miami
in a larger meet because
there are more people to
break up their pack," Brodt
added
The Redskin cross country
program is a long established one, whereas BG's is
relatively new and has risen
from the depths of obscurity
in recent years.
During the 1940s and 50s.
Miami won the Mid-American Conference champion-

Ne wspheto oy Oene J. Fvtfcar

Pressure

The Falcons defensive charge such at thsm en* put en by tori
Tom HoH (right) ptovonlod Kon Potto from igniting any
chorgo. Tho Dayton power was four for It anal threw two int
Hyecs 5-0 loss.

(Ml) end
of

•tts isnttto

Bowling Green soccer
coach Mickey Cochrane has
been named Ohio Soccer
Coach of the Year by the
coaches of the Ohio College
Soccer Association.
It is the second time in the
last four years that
Cochrane has earned the
honor.
In his eighth season as
Falcon head soccer coach.
be has posted a 35-34-10
record, including a 7-3-1
slate this season
This year's season record
is the best in the University's history, including the
7-J showing by the Falcons
when Cochrane received his
first coach-of-the-year honor
in 1969.
In winning the award for
the second time, he joins Stu
Perry of Akron as the only
two-time winners of the
honor.
After posting a 1-1-1
record at the start of the
season, BG finished strong
with a 6-0-2 log that included
ties with highly-regarded
Michigan State and Ohio
University. The team held a

25-5 scoring edge over its
opponents.
Although the regular season has concluded the
Falcons are still a contender

for an NCAA post-season
tournament bid
Several
other learns are also up for
Ihe bid. including St Louis
and Ohio University.

Gridders ranked,
tied for 10th spot
Although North Carolina 17-11 is still firmly on top of the
Middle-Of-The-Road
football poll of major-college
football teams, there are two new faces this week.
Undefeated Delaware, the king of the college division, and
Bowling Green, the Mid-American Conference team which
beat Purdue earlier this year, are the newcomers to the top
ten this week.
The Blue Hens (9-0) advanced to the eighth spot while
Bowling Green (6-2-11 tied Tennessee Tech for the 10th spot.
San Diego State (8-11 kept on the track of North Carolina
with a convincing win over Pacific < 7-3 >. and Arizona State
(7-21 moved up from sixth to third after blasting New
Mexico.
Tampa 17-2) changed places with Louisville after its 7-0
upset of major independent Miami of Florida. Louisville (711 dropped to fifth after slipping past Southern Illinois
North Carolina State 16-3-11 fell to sixth in the ratings
after losing to powerful Penn State. East Carolina (8-1).
which defeated William and Mary for the Southern Conference Crown, remained seventh. Filling out the rankings
was Air Force (6-3) in ninth.

